
January Newsletter
Second Grade

Reader's Workshop
Our non�ction unit will continue during the month of January. Students
will learn about non�ction text features, including table of contents,
headings, glossaries, and diagrams. We will also learn strategies for
helping our brains learn and retain new information from our reading.

At Home Connection

Visit the library and look for non�ction books to read with your
child.
When reading non�ction, ask your child to identify and use text features.
Ensure your child reads daily.
Use Lexia Core 5 program.

Word Study
Here are the spelling patterns we will be working on during the month of January. Please note, for the
long a, long e, and long o, students will receive a list of words to practice.

1. long a spelled /ai/ and /ay/ (rain, say, play, may, wait, day, stay, always, plain, daisy, spray, stain)

Writer's Workshop
The next unit of study will be on informational writing. Students will
be researching topics and writing to teach about the topic. They will
include many of the text features they will be learning about in
Reader's Workshop into their writing.

At Home Connection

Ask your child about a topic (animal, plant, person, or historical
event) in which he/she is an expert. Have him/her tell you about
what they know, then write about it.
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2. long e spelled /ee/ and /ea/ (easy, week, eat, need, seem, read, beef,
neat, seat, seen, stream, street, sneeze, teach)

3. long i spelled /y/ (such as my, try, by, cry, fry, sky)
4. long o spelled /oa/ and /ow/ (know, own, coat, road, grow, low,

below, foam, coach, roast)

Number Lines Base 10 Blocks 120 Chart

Science
Unit 2: Properties of Matter

Math
Unit 2

We have, and will continue, to work on place value.
Students will engage in tasks that increase their �exibility with numbers.
Students will add and subtract multiples of 10 and 100 using strategies such as number lines, a
120 chart, base ten blocks, pictures, counters, and equations.
Students are starting to see numbers in context and manipulate the numbers in a strategy that
works for them.
Please note that the standard algorithms ("the tricks") for adding and subtracting numbers will
not be taught at this time. We are seeking to help children develop their understanding of how
numbers work before they transition to using algorithms.

At Home Connection

Explore the strategies listed above with your child.
Practice counting forward and backward by 10s and 100s up to 1,000 from any number. (77,
177, 277, 377...; 43, 53, 63...)
Create word problems with your children using both addition and subtraction (If we buy 5 boxes
of macaroni and cheese this week and a case of 12 boxes next week, how many boxes of
macaroni and cheese do we have now?)
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Students will study the properties of materials, and consider which
materials are best suited for different purposes.
Students will classify materials based on their properties.
Properties studied include �exibility, absorbency, hardness, texture,
and color.
Reversible and irreversible changes will be explored.

At Home Connection

Ask your child to select an object or material, and describe the properties.
While cleaning up, ask your child which material is most absorbent.

Social Studies
Geography

We have been studying maps and map skills.
Students will explore features of maps and globes, and create
their own maps.
We will also learn about the continents, oceans, and landforms.

At Home Connection

Share maps (both print and digital) with your child and discuss
the information shown.
Create a map key of rooms in your house.
Discuss cardinal directions (North, South, East, and West) while
driving or walking.
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